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BOOK REVIEW

LAW AND MORAL DILEMMAS


Reviewed by Bert I. Huang

INTRODUCTION

A runaway trolley rushes toward five people standing on the tracks, and it will surely kill them all. Fortunately, you can reach a switch that will turn the trolley onto a side track — but then you notice that one other person is standing there. Is it morally permissible for you to turn the trolley to that side track, where it will kill one person instead of five? Is it not only morally permissible, but even morally required? This classic thought experiment is a mainstay in the repertoire of law school hypotheticals, often raised alongside cases about cannibalism at sea, tossing people from overcrowded lifeboats, or destroying buildings to save a city from fire.1

The liturgy of the trolley problem is one we all know. It is a call-and-response, suitably Socratic in style. The question above is asked. The unsuspecting subject will firmly reply: “Yes, it must be morally permissible to avoid five deaths, when the alternative is a single death.” The confidence of this reply gives the next question its zing: “What if you cannot divert the trolley, but you can stop it by pushing someone in front of it? No? Yet isn’t this also sacrificing one to save five?”2

This venerable vignette and its still darker variations have continued to capture our imagination beyond the classroom as well — informing public thought on subjects ranging from climate change, to abortion, to bioethics, to capital punishment, to takings and public ne-

* Professor of Law, Columbia Law School. I wish to thank Jessica Bulman-Pozen, Glenn Cohen, Elizabeth Emens, Shannon Fanning, Jeffrey Gordon, Scott Hemphill, Kathryn Judge, Frances Kamm, Jeremy Kessler, Benjamin Liebman, Katerina Linos, David Pozen, Eric Rakowski, Frederick Schauer, and Barbara Spellman for insightful conversations and comments on drafts. Arisa Akashi, Bram Schumer, and Yuko Sin provided excellent research assistance, and I am grateful for what they have taught me. This project has been funded by a Global Innovation Award from Columbia Law School, and I also thank the grant committee for their suggestions.


2 We shall soon see what happens when someone answers the first question with, “No, it is not morally permissible to turn the trolley.”
cessity, to killing in wartime, and to torture. At a higher level of abstraction, it is invoked in controversies over how to mark the ethical boundaries of contested modes of regulation: When should consequentialist approaches to law or policy (such as cost-benefit analysis, optimal deterrence, and social-welfare aggregation) be trumped by deontological commands (such as “do not kill”), and vice versa?

Professor Frances Myrna Kamm, a moral philosopher who for decades has been a leading analyst of this thought experiment, has now published her richly stimulating Tanner Lectures. Joining her lectures as chapters in the book are a trio of rigorous and unrelenting responses from a panel of philosophers — Professors Judith Jarvis Thomson, Thomas Hurka, and Shelly Kagan — as well as an introduction by legal scholar Professor Eric Rakowski.

The book captures a moment of intellectual unrest arising from a sudden about-face by Thomson — a “founding mother” of the trolley problem (p. 21) — concerning one of the core premises underlying a generation of trolley debates. In short, Thomson, who first established the standard view that it is morally permissible for a bystander to turn

---


5 As one of her commentators, Professor Shelly Kagan, put it: “I think it fair to say that no one has worked harder to solve the trolley problem than Kamm has. Over the years she has probably examined hundreds of different cases, and she has struggled mightily to produce a principle that matches our intuitions about those cases . . .” (p. 155).
the trolley, now argues that it is not. But if turning the trolley is just as verboten as pushing someone in front of it, there is no curious contrast to reconcile — so what remains of the trolley problem?

The beating heart of this book is a fresh, and often raw, analytical quarrel between Kamm and Thomson about this reversal — and about how much of the trolley problem continues to exist. As Rakowski observes, “[t]his is a truly remarkable exchange between the two leading contributors to this moral philosophical debate”; no doubt “these lectures, commentaries, and replies [will be] absolutely invaluable for future work on the trolley problem” (p. 5).

The book’s timing is impeccable. It arrives just as the trolley problem is gaining newfound attention in the public discourse, due in part to its uncanny resemblance to emergent questions about how to program autonomous vehicles — such as military drones or driverless cars — to act ethically. If your self-driving Volvo may have to decide whether to swerve hard into a wall, killing you, in order to avoid an accident that will kill five others, what should it do?

At this moment of special vitality for the classic thought experiment, I wish to broach a topic that the current trolley debates have tended to neglect: Can our intuitions about moral dilemmas be influenced by the presence of the law?

This gap in the philosophical discourse is set in sharp relief by the ample attention paid by lawyers — and by the public — to questions of how and when the law can influence moral beliefs and social norms. Think of Prohibition, Brown v. Board of Education, or same-sex marriage. Not surprisingly, legal scholars have long theorized about the law’s role as a source of moral or ethical knowledge. Some empirical

---

6 Her reasoning will be detailed below, in Part I, but it is useful to note here that Thomson’s reversal concerns only whether a bystander may turn the trolley. Her answer continues to be “yes” when the person facing the decision is the driver of the trolley.

7 As Thomson puts it, “I therefore now conclude that there isn’t really any such thing as the [bystander version of the] trolley problem” (p. 117).

8 As Kamm describes part of her motivation: “When a major figure whose past work on a problem has been admired and served as a basis for subsequent work . . . changes her mind, one wants to be sure that the reversal is justified, especially since so many still believe there is a Trolley Problem and continue to produce work dealing with it” (p. 50 n.19).

9 Yet as Rakowski also notes in his introduction, “[c]onsequentialist views are not discussed at any length” in the book (p. 7 n.4).

10 See infra notes 69–71 and accompanying text.

11 The literature is vast, but for a brief review, see Kenworthy Bilz & Janice Nadler, Law, Psychology, and Morality, 50 PSYCHOL. LEARNING & MOTIVATION 101, 107–13 (2009), noting relevant work of legal scholars and cataloguing hypothesized mechanisms for law’s influence on moral cognition. Of course, there is also a voluminous literature debating how the law affects behaviors (possibly through morality-related signals), as opposed to how the law influences moral beliefs directly; two recent works offer critical surveys of the major theories. See Richard H. Mcdams, The Expressive Powers of Law (2015); Frederick Schauer, The Force of Law (2015). For oft-cited early works, see Tom R. Tyler, Why People Obey the Law
research on the potential for law to directly influence moral beliefs has also been done — but it appears to be scarce in the context of moral dilemmas such as the trolley problem.

By conducting a set of randomized survey experiments, I hope to jumpstart this line of inquiry. Moral dilemmas are an especially intriguing domain for the study of law’s potential influence. They are pervasive in the real world in the form of tragic choices or other harm-harm tradeoffs and are often regulated by law or policy. Moreover, they have a peculiar structure: they pose a contest between deeply felt moral commands. We must save the five. We must not kill the one. These are not mild suggestions. If the law does move the moral needle in such a case, it would be doing so where potent moral intuitions normally govern — a possibility these new experiments aim to test.

Part I elaborates on the exchanges between Kamm and her commentators, highlighting questions raised by their debates about the stability of moral intuitions. Part II explains the design of two experiments I conducted, in which survey subjects are asked their moral in-


13 Bilz & Nadler, supra note 11, at 109–10 (surveying empirical literature, noting that “[u]nfortunately, the empirical evidence supporting the claim that law is a persuasive informational source that directly influences [moral] attitudes is thin,” id. at 109, and identifying two experimental studies from the 1960s, neither of which focuses specifically on moral dilemmas). A more recent nonexperimental study that did involve moral dilemmas found that in the Netherlands, survey subjects reported moral intuitions corresponding to the act/omission distinction in a variety of scenarios (including the trolley problem) — even though a widely supported Dutch law did not make such a distinction between active and passive euthanasia. M.D. Hauser, F. Tonnaer & M. Cima, When Moral Intuitions Are Immune to the Law: A Case Study of Euthanasia and the Act-Omission Distinction in the Netherlands, 9 J. COGNITION & CULTURE 149, 151, 154 (2009).

14 This approach of using randomized survey experiments follows a growing body of research in experimental philosophy and moral psychology that has studied trolley-type moral dilemmas in depth (but to my knowledge has not yet focused on the influence of law as an exogenous factor). As I observe below, several of these studies are particularly relevant to arguments raised in the book. See infra notes 57–58 and accompanying text.

15 The canonical reference is GUIDO CALABRESI & PHILIP BOBBITT, TRAGIC CHOICES (1978). The universe of moral and ethical dilemmas extends beyond such harm-harm tradeoffs, of course. See, e.g., I. Glenn Cohen, Rationing Legal Services, 5 J. LEGAL ANALYSIS 221 (2013) (applying principles developed in bioethics to ethical dilemmas arising from the rationing of legal services); Lani Guinier, The Supreme Court, 2007 Term — Foreword: Demosprudence Through Dissent, 132 HARV. L. REV. 4, 66 (2008) (describing a case in which “Justice Stevens admits his own moral dilemma” in that he “now believes that the death penalty is wrong, but feels bound by the Court’s precedent”).
tuitions about trolley scenarios that include randomly assigned information about what the law says. The first experiment follows the standard trolley scenario, with a bystander standing at the switch; the law variously criminalizes or justifies turning the trolley. The second replaces the bystander with a railroad engineer, whose official role includes duties regulated by the law. By varying what the law says, these experiments together explore the role of law — and in particular, the law of roles — in shaping our moral intuitions.

Part III reports the findings, which offer evidence that the presence of law can influence our intuitions about the trolley dilemma. Telling subjects that turning the trolley constitutes criminal homicide increases the number who say that doing so is morally prohibited. In comparison, telling subjects that the law requires the engineer to minimize casualties reduces the number who say that turning the trolley is morally prohibited; it also increases the number who say that doing so is morally required. Moreover, the content of the law appears able to exert some influence even when subjects are told that the law will not be enforced.

Part III also suggests lines of questioning — for the trolley debates, for empirical research, and for legal design — raised by the following concern: What if the moral intuitions we can observe have already been shaped by people’s impressions, however vague or subconscious, about what the law expects?

More pragmatic questions arise, as well. In the context of self-driving cars, for example, should regulators hasten to announce that the role of the engineers who program such cars is to minimize casualties — before the public’s moral intuitions start to be forged by a series

---

16 This change in personnel is motivated by arguments that Kamm presents in her chapter focusing on the question “who turn[s] the trolley” (pp. 11–56), as will be explained below.

17 As will be apparent from the experiments, by the “presence of law” I mean that their trolley scenarios directly supply information about the law’s imperatives and permissions. In this study, the focus is on primary rules of conduct for nonlegal actors, rules that are readily understood as part of what one might call positive law, human law, or first-stage law. Cf. SCHAUER, supra note 11, at 70 (borrowing the term “first-stage law” from Professor Ruth Gavison to mean “what the ordinary person and the ordinary official take to be law,” and framing the following inquiry: “whether we call the category first-stage law, positive law, human law, or something else, a persistent issue is whether people should and do act in accordance with the mandates of the components of that category”). The term “law” will take this usage throughout, setting aside usages that refer to natural law or higher law.

18 This finding is one small step toward addressing the need for research, pressed by Professor Frederick Schauer in recent work, that distinguishes between the law’s influence through its substantive content and its influence through the threat of sanctions. See id. at 72–73 ("[W]e do not know how much of law’s effect on moral and policy attitudes is a function of law’s sanction-independent content and how much is a function of the emphasis supplied by the sanction.").
of tragic accidents?\(^19\) The Conclusion points to questions for further research concerning the possible mechanisms of law’s influence.

I. THE NEW TROLLEY DEBATES

The trolley problem has intrigued moral and ethical theorists ever since Thomson coined the term forty years ago.\(^20\) Legal and philosophical thinkers have long puzzled over the contrasts between what our moral intuitions say about the most basic variation — whether a bystander may turn the trolley\(^21\) — and other dilemmas with seemingly similar structures. For example, may a transplant surgeon sacrifice one healthy patient, so as to harvest the organs needed to save five others? If not, then why is turning the trolley permissible?

Such conflicting intuitive judgments are taken by trolley problem enthusiasts as a sort of moral raw data.\(^22\) The contrast between what is plainly right in one case and so plainly wrong in another forces us to articulate reasons — moral principles — to fit and justify how our intuitions shift so dramatically from case to case.\(^23\) From such fertile

---


\(^{22}\) As Kamm once explained, “people who have responses to cases are a natural source of data from which we can isolate the reasons and principles underlying their responses.” F.M. KAMM, INTRICATE ETHICS 8 n.4 (2007). “The idea [is] that the responses come from and reveal some underlying psychologically real structure . . . .” Id. For a concise exposition of a skeptical view that such raw data have normative value (for determining what our moral principles should be), as opposed to having only descriptive value (for understanding our moral psychology), see Peter Singer, Ethics and Intuitions, 9 J. ETHICS 331 (2005).

\(^{23}\) As Rakowski neatly explains the standard method: “The foundation of the trolley problem is a pair of firm beliefs about moral duties or permissions in particular circumstances. The trolley
juxtapositions have sprung dense forests of argument about distinctions that should (or should not) matter. Some of these distinctions would sound familiar to any lawyer; for example, act versus omission, positive versus negative duties, and intended harms versus foreseen side effects.

One might have guessed that a generation’s worth of philosophical debate ought to have settled at least the most basic principles by now. But true to its name, The Trolley Problem Mysteries proves the opposite. If anything, the most fundamental questions may be even more unsettled now than ever before.

A. A Surprising Turn

At the core of this book is a fierce, fundamental debate between Kamm and Thomson. The controversy arises because Thomson has recently reversed her position on the most central trolley case, the benchmark against which all variations are measured: whether a bystander standing by the switch is morally permitted to change the trolley’s course, sacrificing one to save five. The standard view, which she herself argued when she invented this bystander variation, says “yes.”

But Thomson now says “no,” based on new reasoning that I will soon relate. Let’s first pause, though, to take note of what is at stake. If her new position prevails, it could upend much of the existing trolley problem literature. Recall how the canonical contrasts of the

---

24 Meanwhile, research in experimental philosophy and moral psychology has also investigated whether such distinctions do (or do not) matter, in fact, to people’s moral intuitions. See infra notes 54-55 and accompanying text.


26 This is the same scenario that opened this Review; it is also the centerpiece of the experiments reported below. Throughout this Review, as in the book’s core debates, it is assumed that the people whose lives are at stake are generic or equal in any possible morally relevant sense. In other words, none of them is the bystander’s mother, and none of them is any more likely to cure cancer someday than any other.

27 See Thomson, supra note 20, at 1397 (“Of course you will kill one if you [turn the trolley]. But I should think you may turn it all the same.”).

28 See Thomson, supra note 25, at 366.

29 As Kamm puts it: “The most striking claim offered by Thomson in her 2008 article is that she now believes that it is not permissible for a mere bystander to redirect the trolley. Indeed, in that article Thomson reversed herself, claiming that it is not any more permissible for the bystander to redirect the trolley toward the one than to topple the fat man to stop the trolley; and
trolley problem rely on an emphatic “yes” (that turning the trolley is morally permissible) as the answer to the original case. That answer is what creates the tension with other classic scenarios in which the answer is just as emphatically “no”: pushing someone in front of the trolley, or harvesting organs from a healthy patient. But if turning the trolley is also deemed not to be permissible, what is left to explain? All these judgments would be aligned, and no fancy constructs would be needed to reconcile them.

It is not much exaggeration, then, for Kamm to wryly observe that Thomson’s new position equates to saying “there is no trolley problem” (p. 21). But Kamm refuses to acquiesce in such an inglorious demise. Her hope is to “resurrect the trolley problem” (p. 14). As her book title indicates, she continues to believe that this thought experiment serves up mysteries to be resolved. Accordingly, she spends much of the book, including most of her first lecture and a good portion of her second, defending the conventional assumption against Thomson’s recantation.

In brief, Thomson’s new argument goes like this. Imagine that our beleaguered bystander now faces a moral dilemma with three dreadful options: he can let the trolley kill five workmen, turn the trolley to kill one other workman, or turn the trolley to kill himself. He can’t be morally required to sacrifice himself, Thomson posits. But if that is true, then he also should not be permitted to sacrifice someone else. This is “because neither he nor [the lone workman] is required to pay the cost of saving the five, and therefore if he wants the cost paid, he must pay it himself” (p. 117). But then, what about the original two-options case, in which bystander cannot sacrifice himself? “All the same,” Thomson argues, “he may not throw the switch so that it kills Workman because neither he nor Workman is required to pay the cost of saving the five, and therefore, since he can’t pay the cost himself (whether or not he would like to), he must let the five die” (p. 117).

Therefore, she, a founding mother of the trolley problem, believes there is no trolley problem . . .” (p. 21).

30 Thus Kagan sees Thomson as making the case for “abandoning the very intuition that got us started thinking about the trolley problem in the first place!” (p. 164).

31 Thomson also characterizes her change of position as implying that “there isn’t really any such thing as the [bystander version of the] trolley problem” (p. 117). Not everyone would lament the disappearance of the trolley problem, it might be noted. See Barbara H. Fried, What Does Matter? The Case for Killing the Trolley Problem (or Letting It Die), 62 PHIL. Q. 505, 506 (2012) (arguing that typical trolley-like thought experiments are limited in real-world relevance because they do not cover cases of “uncertain risk of accidental harm to generally unidentified others” created by “prima facie permissible” activities, such as driving cars, but rather focus on tradeoffs of one harm for another under hypothetical conditions of certainty about choices, causation, and victim identities).

32 See Thomson, supra note 25, at 364.

33 Id. at 365.
The path of this argument requires several steps, and Kamm suspects that they are too loosely connected. She urges the reader to mind the gaps in Thomson’s logic, and to be wary of leaping across them blithely. What makes it safe, for instance, to draw conclusions about the standard two-options case based on the three-options case? Why is it relevant whether the bystander would be willing to sacrifice himself if he could, in a case where he simply cannot? And why should it matter if the potential victim would in theory be required to sacrifice himself if he could?

But that is only one piece of Kamm’s strategy for preserving the mysteries of the trolley problem. She has titled her first lecture “Who Turned the Trolley?”, and as her strategy unfolds, we see why she is pressing this inquiry into “who done it” (p. 14). First, she reminds us that the original trolley problem, as proposed by Professor Philippa Foot, concerned whether the driver of the trolley may turn it (pp. 11–12). If we view the driver’s choice as between killing one or killing five, then it seems the answer must be “yes.” And if it remains an easy call that the driver may turn the trolley (never mind what Thomson now says about the bystander’s choice), then certain puzzling conflicts do survive. For instance: If the driver may turn the trolley, to kill one instead of killing five, then why do we think he is barred from stopping the trolley by hitting a switch that topples someone in its path? (pp. 21–22).

Kamm further reminds us why Thomson invented the bystander variation in the first place. Unlike the driver, if a mere bystander does nothing, it seems hard to say that he has killed the five; rather, he has let them die. By saying that he may turn the trolley, then, we are say-

---

34 As Kamm pointedly observes: “For example, if we have three choices, among letting a murder occur or stopping it by killing the murderer or stopping it by shooting him in the leg, it is impermissible to kill him. However, this does not mean it is impermissible to kill him if that is one’s only alternative to letting the murder occur” (p. 23). Thomson’s reply suggests that she does not end up resting much of her argument on such a move: “I supplied the three-options case primarily in order to bring out more vividly the consideration that makes it impermissible for the bystander to kill Workman in the two-options case — namely, that neither the bystander nor Workman is required to pay the cost of saving the five” (p. 118). Kamm is “surprised” by this reply, as the three-options case then seems to her to do very little work (p. 175); she reminds us that Thomson’s three-options case also played a further role, in serving up the intuition that “if one can oneself pay a cost to do a good deed, other things equal, one may not make someone else pay it” — a principle that Kamm finds ungrounded (p. 175).

35 Kamm observes, more generally: “It may, of course, be impermissible to impose costs on others without their consent, but I do not think, contrary to Thomson, that a good argument for showing this is that one will not or would not oneself volunteer to pay the costs” (p. 28).

36 As Kamm puts it, “taking someone’s life without his consent involves imposing a cost on another, and this is not the same as demanding that the other person impose the cost on himself altruistically when the bystander will not or would not impose the cost on himself altruistically” (p. 28).

37 Cf. Thomson, supra note 25 (entitled Turning the Trolley).
ing that it is morally permissible to kill one in order to avoid letting five die. Maybe so, but this undermines what would have been an easy story for why we think a transplant surgeon may not harvest a healthy patient’s organs to save five others — that killing is worse than letting someone die.38 Thus Thomson’s bystander case came to stand for a bedrock analytical point: that our intuitive judgments cannot be explained simply by giving more moral weight to a negative duty (not to kill) than to a positive duty (to save, or not let die).39

Yet now Thomson has reversed course, saying that the bystander may not turn the trolley after all. Meanwhile, she also concludes that the driver not only may, but must, turn the trolley.40 To justify this stark contrast between the bystander and the driver, she fully endorses the negative/positive duties distinction she herself so famously deflated forty years earlier.41

In response, Kamm offers a challenging invention of her own: suppose that the bystander is actually the driver, who was accidentally thrown from the trolley but happened to land next to the switch (p. 19).42 This “bystanding driver” variation, which blurs the two roles, serves as a sort of stress test for the negative/positive duties distinction. Kamm thinks the bystanding driver is permitted to turn the trolley — just as the bystander is, and just as the original driver is.43 But for Thomson, the question is a trickier one: given the sharp divide she draws between the bystander (who may not kill one, rather than let five die) and the driver (who must kill one, rather than kill five), how would she deal with this hybrid case of the bystanding driver?44

38 Likewise, what about the bystander who pushes someone in front of the trolley to stop it — isn’t he also killing one to avoid letting five die?

39 For convenience of exposition, I will follow the book’s lead and refer to the distinction as one between negative and positive duties (or between killing and letting die), setting aside related distinctions such as doing/allowing or act/omission.

40 Thomson, supra note 25, at 372.

41 Thomson grappled with this contrast in detail in her 2008 article, explaining there that “[t]his difference between [the driver] and the bystander is obviously due to the fact that whereas [the driver] kills five if he does nothing, the bystander instead lets five die.” Id.

42 Kamm labels this hybrid case as one of “killer let die,” to indicate that although one might say that the driver would become in some sense the killer of the five if he did not turn the trolley, at the moment of decision he is choosing only whether to let them die (p. 20). This is in contrast to both the pure bystander case (a “let die” case) and the original driver case (a “kill” case).

43 Kamm does allow for one possible difference between the driver and the bystander, in that the driver might be required to turn the trolley (as Thomson believes) (p. 16).

44 Thomson does not take up the invitation to address this hybrid in her chapter but it is possible to imagine how each of the possible answers might leave her with some explaining to do. If Thomson is to say that the bystanding driver must turn the trolley, then she would have to either let up on the kill/let die distinction, or else argue that the bystanding driver would not merely be letting the five die in the same sense as the pure bystander (as Kamm posits, but would be killing them in some relevant sense — perhaps necessitating a new moral category for such “killer let die” cases. Moreover, this answer would also create a contrast to be reconciled, because Kamm and Thomson agree that sacrificing the one would be prohibited in another “killer let die” case — the
Thus, in essence, Kamm’s first lecture locates some of the more intriguing trouble spots — where philosophical mysteries remain — both for those who believe the bystander may turn the trolley, and for the contrarians who do not. In that spirit, one might even suggest a way in which Thomson’s reversal creates a more puzzling moral lineup than before: now the mere bystander is prohibited, the driver is permitted (in fact, required), and the transplant surgeon is prohibited; and yet, isn’t the driver serving a special role more like the surgeon’s — with certain responsibilities for the well-being of others — than the mere bystander is?45

In her second lecture, it is Kamm who goes rogue. Rejecting the conventional view that an actor’s intentions are a centrally relevant moral factor,46 Kamm has for some time been developing a Principle of Permissible Harm that focuses instead on the causal relation between the act and its good and bad results (pp. 66–80).47 In this book, she articulates the latest iteration of this theory, which receives its own share of challenges from the panel of commentators.

Under Kamm’s theory, an act that kills one to save five is prohibited if it has a closer causal relation to the killing than to the saving — for example, the act of pushing a person into the trolley’s path kills him but is only a causal means to saving the five, and would thus be impermissible. By contrast, the act is permissible if the killing is a causal effect of (what is essentially) the saving itself — for example, the act of diverting the trolley kills the one person as a causal effect of the trolley threat moving away from the five, and would thus be per-

45 The question of role-based morality will return shortly; it also motivates the “engineer” variation of the trolley scenario in the second experiment reported below.

46 For example, Kamm rejects the “doctrine of double effect,” which would say that stopping the trolley by pushing someone into it is forbidden, because that option requires that one intend the man’s death, whereas diverting the trolley is permissible because then the man’s death is not intended but merely a foreseen side effect of saving the five (pp. 14–15).

47 That is, under her theory, different acts (that cause both a greater good and a lesser evil) can be either morally permitted or prohibited — even if the actor has exactly the same intentions and achieves the same outcomes — depending on how those acts causally relate to the outcomes. An earlier development of the Principle of Permissible Harm is found in Kamm, supra note 22, at 24–25.
missible. (This is all a rough paraphrase of her principle; it is hard to express concisely.)

This might seem a less-than-intuitive way to draw sharp moral distinctions, and indeed all three commentators are somewhat mystified by Kamm’s approach. At various points they gamely challenge her on the metaphysics of cause and effect, but it quickly becomes apparent that they also just disagree with her intuitions — both about her proposed principle and about the specific cases she has considered in deriving it.

Kagan, for example, complains that although Kamm may have found a theory that reconciles her own intuitions about a range of trolley cases, the theory itself lacks intuitive appeal (p. 162). And Hurka ventures that one reason may be Kamm’s tendency to “reject an attractive-sounding principle because it conflicts with just one or a few [of her] particular judgments” about specific imaginary scenarios — some of which are “so far from reality” that one’s intuitions about them (if any) should not be taken quite so seriously (p. 139).

48 Kamm’s own “rough description” in her lectures is as follows: “Actions are permissible if greater good or a component of it (or means having these as a noncausal flip side) leads to lesser harm even directly: Actions are impermissible if mere means that produce greater good . . . cause lesser harm at least directly, and actions are impermissible if mere means cause lesser harms (such as toppling people in front of a trolley) that are mere means to producing greater goods” (p. 66).

49 There is much sport for philosophers, the book reminds us, in conjuring up seemingly absurd implications of a given theory. For example, Hurka urges, let’s consider the case of collateral damage in war: Why should it matter morally if the debris that kills an innocent civilian is a piece of the bomb that blew up an enemy munitions factory, or a piece of the building itself? (If it’s a piece of the bomb, the killing would be prohibited under Kamm’s theory because the bomb’s explosion is a causal means of destroying the factory. But if it’s a piece of the factory, the killing would be permitted because then the death is a causal effect of the factory’s destruction, which is assumed to be the greater good at stake (pp. 137–39).) Despite this challenge, Kamm remains convinced that the distinction matters — at least, in a trolley version in which a bomb can be thrown to stop the trolley (doing so would be permissible, under her theory, if a piece of the blown-up trolley flies off and kills someone, but impermissible if the bomb itself kills that person) (p. 222).

50 Thomson briefly raises the question (p. 122), as does Kagan (p. 157). Hurka devotes more of his response to it (pp. 137–47). See supra note 49.

51 One can sense this tendency in how Kamm herself explains her method: “Consider as many case-based judgments of yours as prove necessary. Do not ignore some case-based judgments, assuming they are errors, just because they conflict with simple or intuitively plausible principles that account for some subset of your case-based judgments. Work on the assumption that a different principle can account for all of the judgments. Be prepared to be surprised at what this principle is. . . . Then, consider the principle on its own, to see if it expresses some plausible value or conception of the person or relations between persons.” KAMM, supra note 22, at 5. A counterexample of sorts, however, might be found in Kamm’s insistence on accepting the results that her principle dictates in the bomb hypotheticals, supra note 49, despite the apparently counterintuitive nature of those particular judgments.
the point, Kagan reports that based on a “very informal survey of students in my upper level normative ethics course,” half the students disagreed with Kamm’s intuitions about one case she used to develop her theory, and three-quarters disagreed with her about another such case (p. 162). And it “does seem problematic for Kamm if others fail to share her intuitions,” he observes, for she grounds her arguments in “assertions about what . . . ‘people would think’ or what ‘we think,’ and she talks about ‘our intuitive judgments’ as well” (p. 162).52

And yet, not much hard evidence is mentioned in these exchanges about what “our” moral intuitions actually say, how fluid or rigid they are, or what might cause them to change.53 This is not for lack of data, as a growing body of research in experimental philosophy and in moral psychology has steadily collected precisely this sort of evidence.54 Notably, among the topics that have gained research attention is one that intersects with Kamm’s theory: how our minds assess the strength of the causal connection between an act and an outcome — including how such an assessment may be influenced by our prior moral judgments (and not only the other way around).55

52 As she has previously explained in an interview, “My approach is generally to stick with our common moral judgments, which I share and take seriously.” ALEX VOORHOEVE, CONVERSATIONS ON ETHICS 20 (2009) (interviewing Kamm). She makes clear, however, that in her view, “[t]hat a lot of people agree doesn’t show that something is correct.” Id. at 28.

53 Two exceptions are Kagan’s informal report about his students’ intuitions (p. 162), as noted above, and Rakowski’s pointer in the book’s introduction (p. 6 n.3) to empirical research by Professors Mark Kelman and Tamar Kreps, described more fully below.

54 For a review of the growing experimental philosophy and moral psychology literature by several of its leading researchers, see Fiery Cushman & Liane Young, The Psychology of Dilemmas and the Philosophy of Morality, 12 ETHICAL THEORY & MORAL PRAC. 9 (2009), identifying “several instances where cognitive research has identified distinct psychological mechanisms for moral judgment that yield conflicting answers to moral dilemmas,” id. at 9; and Joshua D. Greene, The Cognitive Neuroscience of Moral Judgment and Decision Making, in THE COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCES 1013 (Michael S. Gazzaniga & George R. Mangun eds., 5th ed. 2014), surveying recent research, including work with functional MRI brain scans showing that for some variations of the trolley problem, the brain’s emotional centers are more active, while for other versions, the brain’s cognitive centers are more active, id. at 1016.

Part of this literature, notably, is directed at specific arguments made in the analytical literature. See, e.g., S. Matthew Liao, Alex Wiegmann, Joshua Alexander & Gerard Yong, Putting the Trolley in Order: Experimental Philosophy and the Loop Case, 25 PHIL. PSYCHOL. 661, 666–68 (2012) (showing order effects in moral judgments about Thomson’s “loop” case — a famous variation that blurs the distinction between the pushing and turning cases — depending on whether the loop case is presented after a pushing case or a turning case); see also Ezio Di Nucci, Self-Sacrifice and the Trolley Problem, 26 PHIL. PSYCHOL. 662 (2013).

55 See, e.g., Fiery Cushman, Joshua Knobe & Walter Sinott-Armstrong, Moral Appraisals Affect Doing/Allowing Judgments, 108 COGNITION 281, 288 (2008) (reporting experiments showing “that people’s moral appraisals affect their application of the doing/allowing distinction”); Fiery Cushman & Liane Young, Patterns of Moral Judgment Derive from Nonmoral Psychological Representations, 35 COGNITIVE SCI. 1053, 1056 (2011) (providing experimental evidence suggesting that the act/omission distinction primarily affects moral judgment via causal attribution, but also that “the patterns of causal and intentional attribution observed in the moral condition were, in
Drawing on existing research would seem doubly useful in these debates, moreover, for it may be relevant not only to Kamm’s theory but also to her case against Thomson’s. Indeed, when Thomson reversed course, she thought it necessary to explain (away) the broad appeal of the view that she was recanting. That apparent consensus, after all, might account for why her original view was taken for granted for so long as a philosophical fixed point.

Offering an exception that proves the rule, Rakowski’s introduction points to recent survey experiments by Professors Mark Kelman and Tamar Kreps, showing that survey subjects are less likely to deem turning the trolley to be permissible when that case is presented alongside the contrasting case of pushing someone in front of the trolley (p. part, a consequence of subjects’ moral judgments,” id. at 1062; Joshua Knobe, Person as Scientist, Person as Moralist, 33 BEHAV. & BRAIN SCI. 315, 315 (2010) (noting that “in recent years, a series of experimental results” have begun to show that “people’s judgments about whether a given action truly is morally good or bad can actually affect their intuitions about what that action caused and what mental states the agent had”); Janice Nadler & Mary-Hunter McDonnell, Moral Character, Motive, and the Psychology of Blame, 97 CORNELL L. REV. 255, 292 (2012) (providing experimental evidence suggesting that “moral character, inferred independently from an actor’s motive for creating harm (or the conditions that led to harm) can influence judgments about causation, intent, and blame”); Barbara A. Spellman & Elizabeth A. Gilbert, Blame, Cause, and Counterfactuals: The Inextricable Link, 25 PSYCHOL. INQUIRY 245, 245 (2014) (arguing that “causal attribution depends at least in part on counterfactual reasoning and that downstream assessments of intentionality, reasons, obligations, and capacity affect the invocation and content of the counterfactuals that will be used in making the causal judgment”).

Extrapolating from such findings, for instance, one might hypothesize that if our moral intuitions are already predisposed more favorably (for whatever reason) to turning the trolley toward one person than to pushing one person into its path (or predisposed more favorably to someone who would do the former than someone who would do the latter), then we might also intuit a weaker intentionality and a weaker causal connection between turning and death than between pushing and death. Or one might hypothesize that, if we are already thus predisposed, we will tend to subconsciously downplay the kill/let die distinction in the turning case (thereby also weakening the sense of causal connectedness between turning and death in that case).

56 As she put it, even if her new view means that the “trolley problem is therefore in one way a nonproblem, it is therefore in another way a real problem, for if the bystander must not turn the trolley in [the bystander case], then we need to ask why so many people who are presented with that case think it obvious that he may.” Thomson, supra note 25, at 368. She suspects that the explanation for how our intuitions vary involves “how drastic an assault on the one the agent has to make in order to bring about, thereby, that the five live”; and in particular, that “[t]he more drastic the means, the more strikingly abhorrent the agent’s proceeding . . . [and] the more striking it is that the agent who proceeds infringes a negative duty to the one.” Id. at 374; cf. Joshua D. Greene, Fiery A. Cushman, Lisa E. Stewart, Kelly Lowenberg, Leigh E. Nystrom & Jonathan D. Cohen, Pushing Moral Buttons: The Interaction Between Personal Force and Intention in Moral Judgment, 111 COGNITION 364 (2009).

57 See Cushman & Young, supra note 54, at 11 (“Numerous studies have demonstrated that a large majority of individuals consider it morally acceptable to use a switch to redirect a runaway trolley away from five victims and onto a single victim, but unacceptable to push a single victim in front of a runaway trolley in order to stop its progress towards five victims.”).

For one thing, this suggests that the standard intuition may in fact be somewhat malleable. Moreover, isn’t this sort of gravitational pull from a contrasting case just what Thomson’s argument invites?

In fact, a more recent study shows that people do more often say that turning the trolley is prohibited (in the standard case) if they are first presented with a version of Thomson’s three-options case. By contrast, Kelman and Kreps show that directly exposing subjects to the actual argument — “that no one is obliged to sacrifice his own life to save others, and that it seems immoral to force another to make a sacrifice one would not have to make oneself” — seems to make much less of a difference to their moral intuitions. Isn’t such an elision of intuitions across the two scenarios, disguised as the persuasive effect of an argument, just what Kamm is warning us to guard against?

Although “philosophical arguments . . . are not reports on opinion polls,” as Rakowski notes, empirical research may nonetheless inform “what each of us should conclude about the tug of intuitions or the robustness of tentatively held principles” (p. 6 n.3). Such experiments

---

59 Even moral philosophers as a class are not immune to such framing effects in judging trolley cases, it turns out. See Eric Schwitzgebel & Fiery Cushman, Philosophers’ Biased Judgments Persist Despite Training, Expertise and Reflection, 141 COGNITION 127, 131–36 (2015) (confirming authors’ earlier work documenting order effects among philosophers in the canonical scenarios, and further showing that such effects persist despite various means for debiasing). It remains possible, of course, that particular individuals would not be susceptible.

60 As Rakowski notes, “Thomson’s thinking has followed [the] same arc” as those who “abandon [the standard] view to achieve what they regard as a greater consonance with their response to the [contrasting] case” (p. 6 n.3). Recall that Thomson’s argument looks first to the three-options case, in which it is intuitively attractive to say “you cannot sacrifice someone else (if you can but won’t sacrifice yourself),” before turning to the standard two-options case, where a sense of consistency may lend a boost to the intuition that “you cannot sacrifice someone else (period).” See supra notes 32–33 and accompanying text. (These are my paraphrases.)

61 Nucci, supra note 54, at 668. Although the Nucci study aimed to mirror Thomson’s argument, the question it asked subjects was not whether they deemed turning the trolley to be morally permissible, but rather the question of “What should you do?” Id. at 666–67.

62 Kelman & Kreps, supra note 58, at 217. It must be cautioned that the numbers from the Nucci and the Kelman & Kreps studies are not directly comparable, given differences in subject populations, scenario setup, and measured outcomes. Yet the shift in the Kelman & Kreps experiment (a fall from 77 percent to 67 percent saying that turning the trolley is permissible, id.) seems to be quite muted relative to the shift in the Nucci experiment (a fall from 67 percent to 39 percent saying they should turn the trolley). Nucci, supra note 54, at 668. It should also be noted that both the Kelman & Kreps and Nucci studies, as well as some of the studies cited above, were published after Kamm’s Tanner Lectures and the panelists’ commentaries took place, and it may well be that had Kamm and her commentators had access to this research, they might have made use of it.

63 Kamm has expressly raised such a concern, as it applies to philosophers, in more general terms: “[T]he fact that philosophers often do not respond to one case without thinking of another, and especially the possibility that their considering several cases together might yield different intuitive judgments than considering each case in isolation, may threaten an assumption about the purity of a philosopher’s intuitions. . . . [Such intuitions] may be impure because they are the result of a coherentist frame of mind . . . . This is a problem worth thinking about.” KAMM, supra note 22, at 427.
may be just as revealing, as these new studies suggest, in interrogating how various forms of intuition-driven arguments may — and whether they should — change our minds.

B. New Directions

This book, with all its sophisticated frisson, could hardly have been better timed for publication. The trolley problem has enjoyed a resurgence in the public consciousness. It has not only thrived in academic debates about law and policy, but it has also become the subject of a popular press book by a bestselling author, of a BBC radio play by a renowned playwright, and of renewed attention in other media. Public commentators have invoked it in debates about Obamacare, drone strikes, and even the recent Iran nuclear deal.

64 See supra notes 3–4 and accompanying text.
66 Tom Stoppard, Darkside (BBC Radio 2 2013) (radio play commissioned to celebrate the 40th anniversary of Pink Floyd’s album, Dark Side of the Moon); Larry Rohter, An Author Dives into Pink Floyd, N.Y. Times (Nov. 25, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/26/theater/tom-stoplard-gives-the-dark-side-of-the-moon-a-makeover.html (noting that “the subject matter of ‘Darkside’ will be familiar to anyone who has ever taken a college course in ethics or moral philosophy”).
Most vividly, it has become the touchstone for the question of how to program ethics into self-driving cars. In an emergency, should your Tesla be programmed to swerve to hit one pedestrian, in order to save five? Should it sacrifice your life, to save those five? And what if the situation allowed for not two, but three options: sacrificing you, the passenger, by swerving left; hitting someone else by swerving right; or continuing straight to hit the five?

Amidst such popularization and the attendant risk that nuanced insights might be lost, it is vital to have in hand a book that “showcases some of the best of current thinking, by the leading voices in the field” (p. 6) — even if what the book reveals is a crescendo of discord among these voices. All the more so, perhaps, as some of the fantastical figures inhabiting the philosophical mind now seem to be coming to life. Consider: Are the human backup drivers in Uber’s new self-driving cars more like the trolley driver, or more like the bystander — or more like Kamm’s creature, the “bystanding driver”? 

---


71 In her 2008 article, Thomson analyzes this scenario: a driver “suddenly sees five people on the street ahead of him, but his brakes fail: he cannot stop his car, he can only continue onto the street ahead or steer to the right (killing one) or steer to the left (killing himself).” Thomson, supra note 25, at 369. Emphasizing that “if he simply takes his hands off the wheel, he runs the five down and kills them,” she asserts that this driver “cannot at all plausibly insist that he merely lets them die.” Id. Indeed, it was this assertion that prompted Kamm to respond with the case of the “bystanding driver,” as explained above (pp. 16–21).

So this turns out to be a useful time for the book’s intricate controversies to be so richly aired. But it is also a useful time to highlight major avenues of inquiry that the book, and the trolley discourse more generally, have bypassed. In the remainder of this Review, by presenting original empirical research, I hope to turn some of our attention to two further lines of questioning: about the role of law, and in particular, about the subset of law that shapes or defines social roles.

1. The Role of Law. — Current philosophical debates about the trolley problem have tended not to address one basic source of possible influence on moral intuitions: what the law requires or allows. There appears to be little consideration of whether our moral intuitions and judgments could or should be shaped — or might already be shaped — by the presence of laws prohibiting, permitting, or even requiring the sacrifice of someone’s life to save others.73

To be clear, what has been under-studied is the potential pull of positive law, as a set of commands or permissions, rather than the possible influence of legal ideas or concepts. One need not search far at all for signs that law-like thinking might be influencing the trolley discourse. Recall Kamm’s proposed Principle of Permissible Harm, for example. If anyone might find something intuitive about notions of the proximity of causation, it would be current and former students of the law. Love it or hate it, we do appreciate how the notion of proximate cause can meet its task of cutting off legal responsibility.74 Why not similarly cut off moral responsibility for killing the one, based on a lack of causal proximity to the act? Or why not erase moral credit for saving the five, in the same way? For that matter, why not compare how relatively proximate the good and bad outcomes are? Now we are getting close to recasting Kamm’s principle as a “relative proximate cause” theory of morally permissible harm.75

73 This may be especially surprising given how much attention, as noted above, has been paid to potential influences going in the other direction: how the moral intuitions revealed by trolley scenarios might influence law and policy, and whether they should. See supra p. 661.

74 We also appreciate how this line-drawing problem can generate endless conceptual and pragmatic debate, when it calls for choosing a breakpoint on a continuum with no clear demarcations. This discussion does not mean to overlook the many well-known problems with the concept of proximate cause, or with the notion of a “causal chain.” It’s only to say that these conceptual devices (or fictions) are familiar in the law. Familiarity may not breed enduring admiration, of course; the new Restatement (Third) of Torts has abruptly purged the term “proximate cause” entirely from the lexicon in favor of a “harm within the risk” rubric. See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS § 29 (AM. LAW INST. 2005).

75 Moral psychologists have proposed and tested a theory of “intervention myopia” that similarly supposes a diminished attribution of moral responsibility due to causal distance. See Michael R. Waldmann & Jörn H. Dieterich, Throwing a Bomb on a Person Versus Throwing a Person on a Bomb: Intervention Myopia in Moral Intuitions, 18 PSYCHOL. SCI. 247 (2007).
It should be little surprise that much trolley argumentation sounds in the same register as legal argument. Moral dilemmas and legal controversies often overlap, to say the least, in substance and in normative aims; one might recall that the thought experiment originated in Foot’s article, in which she expressly draws on common law cases, and that legal scholars and policymakers have joined philosophers in the trolley debates.

They also overlap in modes of reasoning — the moral philosopher’s “reflective equilibrium” approach for fitting and justifying case-by-case judgments is what the lawyer might recognize as a cousin of the common law method. Indeed, Kamm herself has reflected on why her case-based method seems so “lawyer-like.” (And if one might be wondering, yes, she is also quite familiar with Palsgraf, the iconic case about proximate cause.

Yet for all this overlap, the trolley discourse has given little attention to the potential influence of the law in the form of laws — as rules of conduct that might exert influence at the micro level of our moral intuitions about specific cases. This deficit is especially notable with respect to substantive criminal law, which is said to have the purpose

(providing experimental evidence, using trolley scenarios among others, consistent with the hypothesis that “in their moral evaluations, people tend to focus on the causal path of the agent or patient targeted by their intervention,” id. at 249).

It would be no surprise — and maybe even axiomatic — for those subscribing to the “moral grammar” theory of intuitive moral judgments urged by Professor John Mikhail. See John Mikhail, Moral Grammar and Intuitive Jurisprudence: A Formal Model of Unconscious Moral and Legal Knowledge, in 50 PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING AND MOTIVATION 27, 29 (Brian H. Ross ed., 2009) (“The moral grammar hypothesis holds that ordinary individuals are intuitive lawyers, who possess tacit or unconscious knowledge of a rich variety of legal rules, concepts, and principles, along with a natural readiness to compute mental representations of human acts and omissions in legally cognizable terms.” (citations omitted)).

As Kamm crisply explains, “[u]sing our intuitive judgments about which implications for cases are correct helps us decide among, and also revise, theories and principles” (p. 13). On specific varieties of the method of “reflective equilibrium,” see Norman Daniels, Reflective Equilibrium, in STANFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY (Edward N. Zalta ed., 2013), http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2013/entries/reflective-equilibrium [https://perma.cc/Z928-XKLZ]. In short:

The method of reflective equilibrium consists in working back and forth among our considered judgments (some say our ‘intuitions’) about particular instances or cases, the principles or rules that we believe govern them, and the theoretical considerations that we believe bear on accepting these considered judgments, principles, or rules, revising any of these elements wherever necessary in order to achieve an acceptable coherence among them. The method succeeds and we achieve reflective equilibrium when we arrive at an acceptable coherence among these beliefs.

Id.

F.M. Kamm, BIOETHICAL PRESCRIPTIONS: TO CREATE, END, CHOOSE, AND IMPROVE LIVES 553 (2013).

She mentions it in defense of the value of considering seemingly far-fetched fact patterns (p. 221).
of reinforcing or even generating moral intuitions of prohibition. Accordingly, to begin filling this gap, each of this study’s experiments will test the impact of a legal prohibition on moral intuitions, by presenting scenarios that criminalize the turning of the trolley.

2. The Law of Roles. — Another, more subtle way that the law might influence moral intuitions is by defining official or social roles, which in turn set our expectations about correct or blameworthy behavior. Think again of the trolley driver. A newcomer to the thought experiment probably feels a bit of this reflex: “But of course he must turn the trolley — he’s the driver, responsible for everyone’s safety.” And in the case of the transplant surgeon: “But of course she can’t sacrifice the patient — she’s a doctor, after all. Do no harm.”

Such a reflex is not mere naiveté. There is something more to these characters than just whether their choice is about killing or letting die. Unlike the simple bystander, the driver and the surgeon have defined roles that affect what we intuitively think they should do. From the deontologist’s perspective, such roles might be said to alter one’s positive or negative duties. Indeed, this possibility was one of Thomson’s original reasons for shifting the trolley problem discourse from the driver to the bystander.


82 The study design is described below, infra Part II, pp. 680–85.

83 The question of social roles has received much attention, including empirical study, by moral philosophers, experimental philosophers, and moral psychologists; and my discussion here is not meant to suggest otherwise. See, e.g., Jonathan Haidt & Jonathan Baron, Social Roles and the Moral Judgement of Acts and Omissions, 26 Eur. J. Soc. Psychol. 201 (1996) (surveying literature and presenting experiments varying social roles as stranger/best friend/acquaintance; boss/employee/coworker; passenger/captain; relative/unrelated; subordinate/peer).

84 In an analogous scenario involving a lifeboat, experimental evidence shows differences in people’s moral judgments when the actor is a captain versus a passenger. Haidt & Baron, supra note 83, at 215 (showing interaction effects between act/omission distinction and social roles, using scenarios including one in which “[a] person in a crowded lifeboat (the captain or a passenger) either fails to throw a rope to a drowning person, or else pulls a rope away from a drowning person,” id. at 215).

85 This concern is naturally at the front of the lawyerly mind. For a survey of contemporary debates over role-differentiated morality, especially as it relates to lawyers and legal ethics, see W. Bradley Wendel, Professional Roles and Moral Agency, 89 Geo. L.J. 667, 669–81 (2001) (reviewing Arthur Isak Appelbaum, Ethics for Adversaries (1999)). See also David Luban, Lawyers and Justice (1988); William H. Simon, The Practice of Justice (1998).

86 She observes: “In the first place, the trolley driver is, after all, captain of the trolley. He is charged by the trolley company with responsibility for the safety of his passengers and anyone...
trolley debates have flagged this possibility only to say that it will be ignored.87

One of the experiments I describe below will highlight, rather than suppress, the potential for social roles to affect our moral intuitions. Moreover, it constructs a scenario in which the demands of the role can be regulated by the law88: A railroad engineer (rather than a casual bystander) is the one standing at the switch. And the experimental conditions vary this engineer’s legal obligations.89 Will our moral intuitions be moved, to know that in such a situation the law requires the engineer to minimize casualties?

The experiment thus brings a further dimension to the inquiry of “who turned the trolley” that Kamm has pursued.90 There are at least a couple ways to characterize the influence, if any, of such role regulation on our moral intuitions. First and most simply, one might say that the law imposes a new positive duty or strengthens the existing positive duty to save the five, by creating a “special relationship.” Second, one might say that the legal duty alters the framing of the dilemma, converting it from a “killing” case into a “saving” case.91 Or to put it more elaborately, whether a given moral duty is characterized as positive or negative depends on the baseline92 — and in a scenario

87 In her 2008 article, Thomson recognizes that it might seem extra-appealing that the trolley driver should turn the trolley because “[p]erhaps we think of a trolley driver as charged, as part of his duties, with seeing to the safety of the men who are working on the tracks”, but she assumes away this appeal, saying that “we should prescind from the possibility that the agents in the cases we are considering have special duties towards the other parties.” Thomson, supra note 25, at 370.

88 Cf. Sunstein, supra note 11, at 923 (observing that “[l]aw can help constitute roles” and that “[o]ften law tries to redefine roles”).

89 As with Kamm’s invention of the bystanding driver case, one might see my engineer’s case as scrambling expectations about positive/negative duties — albeit in an experimentally controlled way. To be clear, the engineer in my experiments is not the driver of the trolley.

90 This is not to suggest that Kamm is insensitive to how social roles might affect the boundaries of moral conduct. Far from it. She touches on the role of roles in noting that a bystander who is a bodyguard, or a friend, or a promisor, might have different moral obligations than a mere bystander (pp. 33, 88). She also notes the possible view that someone who has already begun a rescue might have an obligation to continue (p. 43). And most relevant here, she contemplates that the driver might have a duty to drive in the “best possible way” (p. 35).

91 See Kelman & Kreps, supra note 58, at 209–12 (finding notable empirical differences in the sturdiness of intuitions between sacrificial dilemmas framed as killing cases and those framed as saving cases).

92 As Professor Ronald Dworkin elegantly observed: “It is unclear what it means to let nature take its course. If it is natural to try to rescue five people at the cost of one, then throwing the switch is letting nature take its course. But perhaps ‘nature’ means nonintelligent nature, so that a potential rescuer lets nature take its course by pretending that he is not there. But why should he?” RONALD DWORKIN, JUSTICE FOR HEDGEHOGS 298–99 (2011). One might read this observation to suggest that even in the original bystander case, the proper baseline is open to question.
where the engineer is said to have a legal duty to minimize casualties, the salient counterfactual may be the death, rather than the survival, of the one.93

II. INVESTIGATING LAW’S INFLUENCE

How much can the law shift our intuitions about moral dilemmas? Do our moral opinions, about whether it is right to kill one to save five, change if we are told that the law prohibits such a sacrifice? Or if we are told that the law will allow it as justified by the circumstances? What if we are told that the law requires the sacrifice?

The following randomized survey experiments seek to address these questions in a novel way: by varying the information stated about the law, within trolley scenarios, to reveal how moral intuitions respond.

A. Research Method

Randomized survey experiments are now quite common in the experimental-philosophy and moral-psychology literatures. In the past twenty years, they have become a familiar means for studying the trolley problem and other moral dilemmas,94 including among legal scholars.95 The main advantage of using randomized survey experiments is that causal inferences can be drawn from the results in a straightforward way, as with a randomized controlled trial in science or medicine. This method, it is worth noting, also parallels Kamm’s technique for identifying which specific factors seem to matter to moral intui-

93 One might even stretch to say that killing and letting die are flipped: letting the five die (when they should not, given a baseline of minimizing casualties) more resembles killing; and killing the one (when it should be done) more resembles letting die.

94 See supra note 14 and sources cited supra note 54. Survey subjects are randomly assigned to read moral dilemma scenarios that vary in a specific way chosen by the experimenter (for example, a single fact is changed — in my case, a fact about the law). The outcomes of interest are the subjects’ expressed moral opinions. Due to the initial random assignment of scenarios, the observed differences in moral opinions (as compared among the scenarios) can be attributed causally to the factor that has been varied by the experimenter.

tions — by varying one factor at a time, to see whether one’s moral judgment changes.\textsuperscript{96}

1. \textit{Introducing the law}. — Survey subjects are randomly assigned to read variations of the same basic trolley scenario, differing only in the information given about what the law prohibits, permits, or requires. In other words, the potentially pivotal factor being isolated in these experiments is information about the law. They are designed to generate evidence about this primary research question: Can informing people about the law influence their moral intuitions about the trolley problem?

If the answer is “yes,” then a number of further questions arise. What are the potential mechanisms of the law’s influence? Which moral intuitions are more (or less) susceptible? Which kinds of legal commands exert more (or less) influence? A secondary aim of the present study is to draw out preliminary, suggestive evidence about these subsequent questions and to motivate their further investigation.

2. \textit{Law or liability}? — Of particular note, the experimental scenarios here are designed to distinguish between the presence of law and the threat of liability.\textsuperscript{97} Some scenarios describe what the law says but assure the reader that the actor will not face any actual liability because the law will not be enforced. Other scenarios, by contrast, make clear that the actor will be held liable.

Making this distinction in the scenarios allows us to address one question about the possible mechanisms of influence: When the presence of law moves the moral needle, is it due only to the presence of a threat of liability? Is it, for example, because people think that the punitive consequences for the actor ought to count in the moral calcu

\textsuperscript{96} As she explains it, her trolley variations “are specifically constructed, like scientific experiments, to distinguish among and test theories and principles” (p. 13). Elsewhere, she likens her use of thought experiments to how “[s]cientists use experiments in which they can change one variable at a time, holding everything else constant, in order to see if that variable is crucial to an explanation of a phenomenon.” \textsc{Kamm}, supra note 79, at 579. Further, she elaborates that “just as artificially controlled conditions in a lab can lead to results that are applicable to real life, the results of artificial thought experiments might help us explain intuitive responses in ‘messier’ cases closer to real life or in real life.” \textit{Id}. Kagan also observes that Kamm’s method begins with “psychological reconstruction,” in which “[s]he is doing her best to identify the various features that actually influence our intuitions about the different cases” (p. 157). He hastens to add that this descriptive inquiry is only a prelude to the normative, for, “of course, Kamm is interested in more than psychology,” in that “[s]he is looking for the correct moral principle” (p. 158).

\textsuperscript{97} As Schauer observes, “even when law is in its most overtly regulatory and commanding mode, the existence of legal obligation is logically distinct from the sanctions and threats that law employs to enforce its commands and the obligations that law creates.” \textsc{Schauer, supra note 11}, at 31.
lus Or, instead, can the law’s instruction affect moral intuitions even when there are no legal consequences for the actor?

B. Survey Population

The experiments described below include the answers from 1400 subjects in surveys conducted in April and May 2016. All are adults living across the United States; they are volunteers recruited by the survey design and polling firm SurveyMonkey. Unlike other common sources of experimental subjects, such as online labor pools, the subjects in this study were neither paid a piece rate for each survey they took, nor a time-based wage. In addition, all samples exclude subjects who reported that they could not take the exercise seriously;

98 This study is not designed to compare criminal sanctions with civil or regulatory sanctions, however, and nothing in the following discussion should be read as implying a parity between them. As will be evident in the descriptions below, the scenarios used in this experiment specify only that the actor will be held liable but not what the precise sanctions would be. Survey subjects are thus left to imagine for themselves both the sanctions that will result from liability and why such consequences might enter into the moral calculus. One might imagine, for instance, the potential costs to the actor’s family if she were convicted of manslaughter (or had to pay impoverishing amounts of civil penalties). Maybe not everyone would describe such an effect as a mechanism of law’s influence on moral judgment, preferring instead a description like “how the costs of acting enter into a moral calculus.” The possibility of this conceptual distinction amplifies the motivation for separating law from liability in the experiments.

99 It is certainly possible to interpret the difference between these two types of scenarios as a matter of degree, rather than kind. One might say that a law that gets enforced sends a stronger message than one that doesn’t get enforced — whether in general, or in a specific actor’s case. One might then pose the question more subtly, as Schauer does: “Could law have the opinion-forming or opinion-influencing it has, however much that may be, without the way in which the sanction arguably underlines the importance of the legal norm itself?” SCHAUER, supra note 11, at 73.

100 Among them, 58% are women.

101 This study does not make claims about representativeness, but SurveyMonkey does “run regular benchmarking surveys to ensure our members are representative of the U.S. population.” Our Audience, SURVEYMONKEY, https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/audience/our-survey-respondents[https://perma.cc/KR8N-qN2R].

102 In particular, use of Amazon’s Mechanical Turk online labor pool for trolley experiments has been criticized. See Christopher W. Bauman et al., Revisiting External Validity: Concerns About Trolley Problems and Other Sacrificial Dilemmas in Moral Psychology, 8 SOC. & PERSONALITY PSYCHOL. COMPASS 536, 548 n.2 (2014) (noting that heavy use of Mechanical Turk for trolley problem experiments has resulted in high levels of familiarity with the thought experiment within the labor pool).

103 As SurveyMonkey explains: “We reward members with non-cash incentives to discourage rushing through surveys just for the reward.” SURVEYMONKEY, supra note 101. The standard reward is a donation of $0.50 to a charity and entry into a sweepstakes for a small prize. This method of recruitment raises the possibility that these survey subjects may be more charitably minded than other samples one might draw from the general population (although the donations are extremely small). In this study, however, the question of interest is how answers change within the same population of survey subjects. It remains possible that the findings may not generalize to other samples or to the general population (for instance, if this group reacts differently to the legal stimuli than other groups do).
who have taken another moral-dilemma survey in the past year; or
who have gone to law school or formally studied moral philosophy.
Moreover, a factual review question was used to screen out subjects
who did not understand the information about the law given in the
scenario. Finally, these surveys were conducted with the approval of
the Columbia University institutional review board.

C. Survey Design

The trolley scenarios used for this study are all variations of the
most basic bystander case. This case has been widely studied in prior
experimental work and is thought to induce a moral judgment that is
very broadly shared.\footnote{See supra note 57.} And yet, as is evident in the book, this seem-
ingly well-settled scenario has become an epicenter of analytical
debate.

For the sake of continuity with prior literature, the scenarios I use
are adapted from ones recently used by Kelman and Kreps, which
bear a resemblance to scenarios previously used by Mikhail, which in
turn track Thomson’s original version.\footnote{See Kelman & Kreps, supra note 58, at 204–05 tbl.1; MIKHAIL, supra note 95, at 78–80 (list-
ing scenario variations from experiments Mikhail has run).} The key difference between
these earlier studies and mine, of course, is that they focused on factors
other than information about law or liability.

Following the usage in the standard literature, including in the
book’s debates, this study posits that an act can be deemed “morally
prohibited,” “morally permissible,” or “morally required.”\footnote{Among deontologists such as Kamm and Thomson, the term “morally permissible” is often
used to mean “not morally prohibited”; when it is used this way, the term includes “morally
required.” But they also use the term “morally required” when it is useful to distinguish it from
permissible-but-not-required. (In the survey questions here, these three choices are laid out to-
gether, and it is obvious to the subject that she must pick only one choice. Thus, in this context,
the subject would not read “morally permissible” to include “morally required.”) Also following
the literature, this study does not allow for an act to be simultaneously “morally prohibited” and
“morally required” (and so forth). It may seem sensible to suggest that the whole point of imagin-
ing a moral dilemma is to raise such a possibility (that an act is at once both prohibited and re-
quired) — but that’s just not how the terminology works in the literature. Rather, each of the
three labels is assumed to refer to the (unique) conclusion that one reaches after grappling with
the dilemma. One further note: following the book’s analysis, this study will not consider the cat-
egory of “supererogatory” judgments (deeming the act praiseworthy but not required).}

D. Experiment 1: Introducing a Legal Prohibition

The first experiment adopts the classic bystander scenario, in its
usual form, with five lives saved by sacrificing one. Let’s call it “By-


ucceeded as follows, for all survey subjects:
The Story

Michael is taking his daily walk near the railroad tracks when he notices a freight train approaching. The train seems out of control. Michael can see that the driver is slumped over, unconscious.

There are five workmen on the tracks ahead. The train is now rushing towards them. They don’t see the train coming, and Michael can’t get their attention. He yells at them, but the construction noise is too loud. He waves his arms, but they are looking the other way.

Michael happens to be standing near a railroad switch. He can reach it easily, and he knows that pulling the switch will turn the train onto a side track before it hits the five workmen.

However, there is another workman on this side track. He also doesn’t see or hear the train coming, and Michael can’t get his attention either.

Michael can choose to pull the switch, or he can choose not to do anything.

If Michael pulls the switch, he knows that the man on the side track will be killed by the train.

If Michael doesn’t do anything, he knows that the five men on the main track will be killed by the train.

This story then concludes with one of the following passages, randomly assigned. (The labels in brackets are for this essay’s expositional purposes and are not shown to the reader.)

[Criminal & liable]

Under the law, pulling the switch would count as criminal homicide, and Michael will be held liable for doing it.

Michael won’t be held liable if he doesn’t do anything.

[Criminal & not liable]

Under the law, pulling the switch would count as criminal homicide. But the local prosecutor won’t bring charges, and so Michael won’t be held liable for doing it.

Michael also won’t be held liable if he doesn’t do anything.
Under the law, pulling the switch would be considered a justified act. This means that Michael won’t be held liable for doing it.

Michael also won’t be held liable if he doesn’t do anything.

E. Experiment 2: Introducing a Legal Duty

In the second experiment, the scenario is designed to test for the law’s potential influence through another mechanism — by imposing a role-based legal duty. The scenario tells the reader at the outset that the character Michael is a railroad engineer, and the experimental conditions vary whether this role entails a duty to “minimize casualties.” Note that, in a departure from the literature, the tradeoff is set at two lives saved by sacrificing one. The reason is that with a five-to-one tradeoff, the baseline percentage of subjects who would say it is “morally prohibited” for a railroad engineer to pull the switch would likely be too low to allow detection of any (further) suppression of that moral intuition. Let’s call this the “Engineer Saves Two” scenario.

The legal duty to act is introduced via a set of randomly assigned story endings. As with the criminalization scenarios, there are two versions of the duty condition, one with liability and one without. In addition, note that the {Justified & not liable} scenario now says that both choices are deemed “justified.” The two criminalization conditions are also included; they are identical to those listed above. Altogether, the five randomized story endings are as follows:

---

107 The reason that legal duty is not included in the first experiment is that subjects may balk at the suggestion that a casual bystander who happens upon a railroad switch could possibly have a legal duty to use it to kill someone, even if it saves net lives. Excluding such a legal condition helps to avoid distortions that might arise from prompting an oppositional attitude (one might call them backlash or outrage effects) among subjects who view such a legal duty as plainly unjust or absurd.

108 The first line of the story begins: “Michael, who is a railroad engineer, is standing near the railroad tracks . . . .”

109 The reason for the two-to-one tradeoff is to make the case as hard a call as possible (while still being more than one-to-one).

110 This caution is suggested by the results from Experiment 1, as well as those from prior work, showing that typically a very low percentage of subjects will say that even a casual bystander (never mind a railroad employee) is morally prohibited from pulling the switch.

111 One might imagine this presents a more “neutral” middle option than in the analogous condition in the Bystander Saves Five scenario. The reason that the {Justified & not liable} condition in the Bystander Saves Five scenario does not say that inaction is “considered justified” is that such a statement about the law would not make as much sense when it is not plausible that inaction could be penalized in the first place. See supra note 107 (explaining why the first experiment does not include treatments that impose a legal duty to save).
[Criminal & liable]
Under the law, pulling the switch would count as criminal homicide, and Michael will be held liable for doing it.

Michael won’t be held liable if he doesn’t do anything.

[Criminal & not liable]
Under the law, pulling the switch would count as criminal homicide. But the local prosecutor won’t bring charges, and so Michael won’t be held liable for doing it.

Michael also won’t be held liable if he doesn’t do anything.

[Justified & not liable]
The law neither prohibits nor requires either choice, because the law considers both choices to be justifiable.

This means that Michael won’t be held liable, either way.

[Duty & not liable]
The law requires Michael, who works for the railroad, to try to reduce casualties from accidents.

This means that Michael won’t be held liable, if he pulls the switch. But he also won’t be held liable, if he does nothing, because the law won’t be enforced in this case.

[Duty & liable]
The law requires Michael, who works for the railroad, to try to reduce casualties from accidents.

This means that Michael won’t be held liable, if he pulls the switch. But he will be held liable, if he does nothing.

F. Further Preliminaries
Several additional features and limitations of these experiments are worth noting at the outset. First, although an air of unreality may be
unavoidable in any trolley problem scenario, these variations include a few factual details meant to preempt ways for subjects to dodge the hard moral question (for example, by imagining creative means by which everyone can be saved, or by protesting that a mere bystander couldn’t possibly operate a railroad switch). Second, all subjects are required to write out a brief explanation for the moral judgment that they report; thus subjects are encouraged to grapple with the moral dilemma directly. Third, to minimize the concern that some survey subjects just cannot take a thought experiment seriously, the survey expressly offers all subjects the option (at the end of the survey) to say “ignore my answers” for that reason. Fourth, immediately following the presentation of the scenario, subjects are also required to answer a reading comprehension question that asks them what the scenario said about the law; those who answer incorrectly are excluded, but it remains possible that some subjects may remain unclear about the law even if they answer correctly. Fifth, these experiments only present two fairly similar scenarios, and one

112 Because this study focuses on the turning-the-trolley scenarios, it also happens to avoid the criticism that some survey subjects may be prompted to laugh, or otherwise toggle out of a mindset of moral reasoning, by scenarios that seem awkward or uncomfortable (most notably, the classic so-called “Fat Man” scenario — also known as the “Footbridge” or “Drawbridge” scenario — in which the train can be stopped by pushing a large man in front of it). See Bauman et al., supra note 102, at 541–42 (citing Sandel, supra note 21, at 4:33).

113 The text also makes clear that the actor must choose (only) among the specified options.

114 Survey subjects see this question immediately following (and on the same survey page as) the main question of the survey, which asks them to choose among “morally prohibited,” “morally permissible,” and “morally required.” How to interpret the actual content of the subjects’ explanations for their judgments is a much more complicated question; the analysis below will not address that content. See, e.g., Fiery Cushman, Liane Young & Marc Hauser, The Role of Conscious Reasoning and Intuition in Moral Judgment: Testing Three Principles of Harm, 17 PSYCHOL. SCI. 1082 (2006); Jonathan Haidt, The Emotional Dog and Its Rational Tail: A Social Intuitionist Approach to Moral Judgment, 108 PSYCHOL. REV. 814 (2001).

115 Nearly 5% of subjects chose this option. I borrow this technique from Greene et al., supra note 56, at 366. Moreover, subjects are able to quit the survey at any point (and are thus excluded from the data) by closing their browser or their app. They are expressly reminded of this option in the initial consent page of the survey.

116 Subjects are able to reread the scenario while answering this comprehension question. It must be noted that for some subjects the presence of this question may be a demand characteristic suggesting either that the experimenter wants them to report moral intuitions that accord with the law, or contrarily, that the experimenter wants them to see if they can set aside the law in thinking about morality. Such a concern cannot be ruled out, although it may help that these surveys were answered anonymously online (and distributed with randomization by a third-party survey firm), and that each subject saw only a single scenario.

117 For example, although the no-liability scenarios clearly state that Michael will not face liability, some subjects may not believe such an assertion, and instead suspect that some legal consequences might nonetheless befall Michael. It is also possible that some subjects may feel that they should make their moral judgments based on the fact that sanctions exist and might befall someone (other than Michael) who faced such a situation.
ought not to assume that the results generalize to other moral dilemmas or other moral problems.

Finally, it should be noted that this study asks subjects simply to report their moral judgments. It does not ask people how they would act, if they themselves were standing at the switch. Thus, a typical criticism of survey experiments — that in a laboratory setting we cannot learn what people would actually do in a real setting, but only what they think they would do — has little relevance here. These surveys directly document people’s moral judgments about someone else’s actions, and those moral judgments are the main object of study.

III. EVIDENCE OF LAW’S INFLUENCE

A. Types of Influence

It will be convenient, for interpreting the survey results, to categorize the various possible effects on moral intuitions into the following two sets. The primary set of effects might be called the law’s “directional influence” on moral intuitions, whereby the law’s command pulls moral intuitions in that same direction. A second set might be called “the pull of neutrality,” whereby the law’s express permission — here, saying that the act is justified — pulls intuitions inward toward a “morally permissible” judgment and away from the two extremes.

1. Directional Influence. — If telling subjects that pulling the switch amounts to criminal homicide has any effect on moral intuitions, one might expect it to reinforce a sense that the act is (also) morally prohibited. One might also expect it to suppress a sense that the act is nevertheless morally permitted or morally required. Altogether, we should expect the introduction of the law’s prohibition to push resulting judgments toward a “morally prohibited” judgment and away from “morally required.” In contrast, one might expect the law to push in the other direction if it imposes a duty to rescue or a duty to minimize casualties.

The various effects of a given legal treatment are not necessarily linked; all or none or only a subset may be at work for any given legal

---

118 The scenarios and the questions make clear that a fictional character, not the survey subject, is the one standing at the switch. Undoubtedly, for many people, empathy feeds into moral judgment; it is utterly natural for us to try to imagine ourselves in the situation of the fictional character. But one might argue that using such imagination or introspection to form a moral opinion does not imply that the resulting opinion isn’t a true moral opinion. In any event, on this matter of methodology, this study follows much of the experimental philosophy literature, in which studies ask people directly for their moral judgments about a fictional character’s choices within an imaginary moral dilemma scenario. See sources cited supra note 54.

119 This is not to suggest in any way that it’s a simple matter to sort out which psychological mechanisms might be partly responsible for this influence. Questions of mechanism are raised (but not answered) in the Conclusion.
treatment, for any given intuition, on any given person. For example, a criminal prohibition may strongly boost one person’s aligned sense of moral prohibition, while not putting much of a dent in her competing sense that the act may be morally required. For a different person, the relative strengths of the influences might be reversed; for a third person, the law might exert no influence whatsoever on her moral intuitions. The surveys will measure, of course, only the aggregate of these varied effects and noneffects.

These predictions follow: (1) Relative to a scenario in which the law criminalizes the act, a scenario in which the law requires the act should show fewer subjects reporting “morally prohibited.” (2) The legal requirement scenario should also show more subjects reporting “morally required.” (3) The number reporting “morally permitted” could go either way, depending on the first two effects; that is, on whether more subjects switch in from “morally prohibited” or more switch out to “morally required.”

2. The Pull of Neutrality. — The law’s neutrality may also have its own influence on moral intuitions. Specifically, it might exert an inward pull toward moral neutrality as well, and away from both moral poles (that is, a subject might think, “If the law permits both choices, then I suppose both choices are morally permissible, too.”). Such an effect may be enhanced if the law is thought to express neutrality as a substantive choice — as when it declares that an otherwise prohibited act is “justified.”

This complication does not affect the interpretation of any comparisons between a criminalization condition and a legally required condition. The first experiment, however, does not include a legally required condition; only comparisons between the criminalized and

120 What is not contemplated in these predictions is that the law’s instruction might boost the opposed moral intuition (criminalizing the act should not make more subjects say “morally required”), or suppress the aligned intuition (making fewer subjects say “morally prohibited”). One can imagine contrarian subjects who take an oppositional attitude to the law — perhaps because they view a given law as illegitimate or absurd, or perhaps because they have suffered bad experiences with the legal system. I have sought to minimize the chances of inviting such an oppositional attitude by using legal conditions that should not be broadly unbelievable (unlike imposing a general duty on a bystander to pull the switch) or patently unjust (such as a scenario where the actor would be held liable for either choice). It may be interesting for future work to address the possibility of backlash or other such oppositional effects, as well as possible crowding-out effects.

121 Thus the effects on the extreme choices, (1) and (2), are the unambiguous predictions.

122 See, e.g., Gabriella Blum & John C.P. Goldberg, War for the Wrong Reasons: Lessons from Law, 11 J. MORAL PHILOSOPHY 454 (2014) (articulating a three-part legal design common to criminal law and tort law that, first, sets out a duty, second, specifies when breach is deemed privileged — such as under a doctrine of justification — and third, specifies when privilege is inapplicable due to abuse, id. at 462; and suggesting reasons for potential gaps between legal and moral permissibility, id. at 458–59).
legally neutral conditions are possible. Thus it is useful to state these predictions, for purposes of the first experiment:

(1) Relative to a scenario in which the law considers the act to be *justified*, a scenario in which the law *criminalizes* the act should show more subjects reporting “morally prohibited.”

(2) The number reporting “morally required” could go either way, depending on whether the directional influence of criminalization (a decrease) outweighs relief from the pull of neutrality (an increase).

(3) The number reporting “morally permitted” could go either way, depending on the first two effects; that is, on whether more subjects switch out to “morally prohibited” or more switch in from “morally required.”

---

123 But this difference should not be attributed entirely to the influence of criminalization because some of the difference may be due to the pull of legal neutrality. Consider a subject who is on the fence between “morally prohibited” and “morally permissible.” She might be pulled toward the former by a criminalization condition, and she might be pulled toward the latter by a legally neutral condition.

124 To see this, consider a subject who is on the fence between “morally permissible” and “morally required.” He might be pulled toward the former by *both* the criminalization and the legally neutral scenarios.

125 In the first experiment, then, effect (1) is the sole unambiguous prediction.
TABLE 1. BYSTANDER SAVES FIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Morally prohibited</th>
<th>Morally permissible</th>
<th>Morally required</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal &amp; liable</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal &amp; not liable</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justified &amp; not liable</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
<td>24.4%</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 1A. BYSTANDER SAVES FIVE

FIGURE 1B. BYSTANDER SAVES FIVE
B. Findings from Experiment 1: The Role of Law

The reported moral intuitions resulting from the varying conditions in the first experiment are shown in Table 1 and Figures 1A and 1B. We may begin by asking whether a legal prohibition, operating at full force, can influence moral intuitions. In this experiment, the most relevant comparison is between the [Justified & not liable] condition and the [Criminal & liable] condition. The share of subjects who deem pulling the switch to be “morally prohibited” is considerably higher when that choice entails criminal liability: the 16.6% share in the [Criminal & liable] condition is more than three times the 4.4% share in the [Justified & not liable] condition.126

As explained above, this observed difference should not be attributed entirely to the moral pull of criminalization, because some of the gap might be due to a suppression of the “morally prohibited” responses in the legal neutrality condition. Rather, the difference can be interpreted as resulting from the combined effects of this change of legal regime.

We then turn to whether the fact of criminalization might influence moral intuitions even if it is known that this actor will not be held liable. The relevant comparison is between the [Justified & not liable] condition and the [Criminal & not liable] condition. There may be some change in the share reporting “morally prohibited,” in the expected direction, but the difference is not statistically significant.127 Meanwhile, recall the prediction that the number reporting “moral-ly required” could go either way, when comparing the legally neutral and the criminalization conditions; and in the data, there seems to be no notable difference among these conditions. One simple interpretation would be that, relative to the [Justified & not liable] condition, the directional influence of criminal liability and (relief from) the pull of neutrality roughly cancel each other out.128 But these data do not reveal whether each influence alone is large, small, or nonexistent.

126 $\chi^2(1, N = 336) = 12.66, p < 0.001$. Note that the standard error for any individual proportion $\hat{p}$ is given by the usual formula, the square root of $\hat{p}(1-\hat{p}) / N$.

127 The comparison is between 4.4% among the [Justified & not liable] subjects and 8.8% among the [Criminal & not liable] subjects. $\chi^2(1, N = 317) = 2.45, p = 0.117$.

128 In other words, it remains possible that some moral pull away from “morally required” does exist but is masked because the legally neutral condition also pulls in the same direction. Equivalently, there may be a pull of neutrality that is masked by the pull of criminalization.
TABLE 2. ENGINEER SAVES TWO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Morally prohibited</th>
<th>Morally permissible</th>
<th>Morally required</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal &amp; liable</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal &amp; not liable</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td>67.4%</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justified &amp; not liable</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty &amp; not liable</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>62.1%</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty &amp; liable</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>56.9%</td>
<td>41.3%</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 2A. ENGINEER SAVES TWO

Morally prohibited

FIGURE 2B. ENGINEER SAVES TWO

Morally required
C. Findings from Experiment 2: The Law of Roles

The reported moral intuitions resulting from the varying conditions in the second experiment are shown in Table 2 and Figures 2A and 2B. In this experiment, unlike the first, we are able to compare the two extremes of legal prohibition and legal requirement. We may begin with both legal commands operating at full force. Between the {Criminal & liable} condition and the {Duty & liable} condition, the differences in both the “morally prohibited” and the “morally required” responses are quite large. The share of subjects who say that pulling the switch is “morally required” roughly doubles, from 19.3% in the {Criminal & liable} condition to 41.3% in the {Duty & liable} condition.

Even more notable, perhaps, is the nearly total suppression of the “morally prohibited” response: it falls from over 25% in the {Criminal & liable} condition to about 2% in the {Duty & liable} condition. Apparently, when the law requires the engineer to triage casualties, and is backed up by liability, almost nobody will say that it is morally prohibited. This collapse may seem all the more remarkable when one remembers that the tradeoff in lives here is only two-to-one, not five-to-one.

A similar set of patterns is evident when there is no liability accompanying either legal command. This second comparison of interest is between the {Criminal & not liable} condition and the {Duty & not liable} condition. Here, too, a sizeable difference appears in both the “morally prohibited” and the “morally required” responses. Again, subjects are about twice as likely to say “morally required” in the legal duty condition; 17.4% say so in the {Criminal & not liable} condition as compared with 34.6% in the {Duty & not liable} condition. And again, the share saying “morally prohibited” collapses, from over 15% in the {Criminal & not liable} condition to around 3% in the {Duty & not liable} condition. Although these differences are smaller than in the comparison between the two conditions with liability, they may

---

129 This experiment’s setup has the advantage that we need not rely on comparisons with the {Justified & not liable} condition, with the attendant complications for interpretation. A brief word may be of interest, however, concerning the seeming dip in the share reporting “morally required” in the {Justified & not liable} condition relative to the criminalization conditions. Such a drop might be seen as evidence that the pull of neutrality away from the “morally required” judgment was even stronger than the pull of criminalization, on average; however, the observed difference is not quite large enough to say so with much confidence.

130 $\chi^2(1, N = 305) = 17.17, p < 0.001.$

131 $\chi^2(1, N = 305) = 37.31, p < 0.001.$

132 $\chi^2(1, N = 297) = 11.44, p < 0.001.$

133 $\chi^2(1, N = 297) = 12.93, p < 0.001.$

134 Again, it should be noted that some subjects presented with the no-liability condition may not fully believe it or may think they should be answering the morality question not based on the consequences for Michael specifically but rather on the assumption that sanctions generally back
be more impressive in the sense that they are induced only by a change in what the law says.

D. Some Questions Raised

While it would be too hasty to suggest broad implications on the basis of this initial set of experiments, the findings here do help to motivate several lines of inquiry for law and policy design, for the growing body of experimental research focusing on moral dilemmas, and for the analytical trolley discourse, including for arguments raised in the book.135 Most of these questions revolve around this central problem: What if the moral intuitions we can observe have already been shaped by people’s impressions, however vague or subconscious, about what the law expects?

1. Law and Policy Design. — Supposing that there are good reasons to design new laws to reflect our moral beliefs in some contexts, should we (and how could we) correct for the feedback loops that occur when observable moral beliefs are already influenced by existing laws?136

Or to take a more pragmatic perspective: In newly emerging contexts, should lawmakers aim to move speedily in promulgating rules, in order to nudge the initial orientation of these feedback loops? And if the mutual influence of law and moral intuitions is sufficiently strong, could such a first-mover approach even be used to induce a specific self-reinforcing equilibrium?

For instance, consider driverless cars. Should regulators quickly announce principles for answering the various dilemmas that Google Cars, Teslas, or other autonomous cars will likely face137 — before that first tragic accident in the news begins to steer the public’s moral intuitions in a specific direction? Should regulators hasten to make clear that the role of the car’s programmer (like the role of the engineer in

up such laws. See supra note 117. If so, then caution is warranted in interpreting the difference between the [Criminal & not liable] and [Duty & not liable] conditions as representing the influence of the law absent sanctions.

135 The Conclusion will point to questions, concerning the possible mechanisms of law’s influence, that these findings raise for future empirical investigation.

136 Needless to say, although I have posed the question here about moral intuitions writ large, the two reported experiments concern only moral dilemmas — and, indeed, only two specific trolley scenarios. Further investigations would be needed to know whether, and to what extent, the present findings are generalizable to other moral dilemmas or moral concerns.

137 The newly released guidelines from the U.S. Department of Transportation highlight the need for a process for addressing sacrificial dilemmas, but do not specify substantive moral or ethical principles. U.S. DEP’T OF TRANSP., NAT’L HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMIN., FEDERAL AUTOMATED VEHICLE POLICY 26–27 (2016) (“Algorithms for resolving these conflict situations should be developed transparently using input from Federal and State regulators, drivers, passengers and vulnerable road users, and taking into account the consequences of an [automated vehicle’s] actions on others.”).
my second experiment) entails a duty to minimize casualties? After moral intuitions have already started down a given path, would a more attention-getting regulatory intervention be needed to “reset” the feedback loop, so that intuitions and regulations begin to realign in favor of overall safety?

2. The Trolley Debates. — These experiments’ findings also motivate related questions for the standard method of trolley thinking, which takes our intuitions about individual cases as the raw moral data to be fit-and-justified through the careful crafting of more general principles. How should one proceed in crafting such general principles, if these supposedly “moral” data actually reflect some uncalibrated mix of our moral sense and our impressions about the positive law?

Or, to put it in the language of reflective equilibrium, could there be multiple equilibria — some in which purely moral intuitions and certain moral principles align, and others in which law-influenced intuitions and different moral principles align? And if so, what is the normative theory that explains how to choose among them?

3. Experimental Research. — A version of this issue also extends to the empirical work in the experimental-philosophy and moral-psychology literatures. What impressions about the law might already be reflected in the moral intuitions that these studies have been mea-

---

138 It is possible, of course, that the first accident might steer moral intuitions in favor of such aggregation or triage — for example, if the tragedy is that the car did not minimize casualties, but instead saved the passenger’s life at the cost of many others’ lives.

139 Consider, for example, the possible effects of widespread news coverage of a recent survey showing that people were less keen to buy a self-driving car that minimized casualties (median reported likelihood of 19, on a scale of 1 to 100) than a car that prioritized the owners’ and their families’ lives over the lives of others (median of 50). See Bonnefon et al., supra note 70, at 1574. Although the same study also showed widespread support for the principle that self-driving cars should be programmed to minimize casualties (especially if many people would be saved), both the study itself and the following news coverage sought to emphasize that people were hesitant to put their money where their morality is. See, e.g., Jacqueline Howard, Driverless Cars Create a Safety “Dilemma”: Passengers vs. Pedestrians, CNN (June 23, 2016, 3:31 PM), http://www.cnn.com/2016/06/23/health/driverless-cars-safety-public-opinion [https://perma.cc/WyRQ-YXKP]; Karen Kaplan, Ethical Dilemma on Four Wheels: How to Decide When Your Self-Driving Car Should Kill You, L.A. TIMES (June 23, 2016, 11:05 AM), http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sc-n-autonomous-cars-ethics-20160623-snap-story.html [https://perma.cc/5XFg-29EJK]; John Markoff, Should Your Driverless Car Hit a Pedestrian to Save Your Life?, N.Y. TIMES (June 23, 2016), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/24/technology/should-your-driverless-car-hit-a-pedestrian-to-save-your-life.html [https://perma.cc/T3Qy-S0JH].

140 Note that the present experiments resemble this sort of re-intervention, if one assumes that people already held some impressions about what the law expects before reading the scenario’s new information about what the law expects.

141 On the method of reflective equilibrium, see Daniels, supra note 78.

142 This question would seem relevant even for those who might find it unremarkable (and unobjectionable) that our moral judgments might take the law into account to some degree.
suring? Might there be interactions between these legal impressions and the experimental factors whose effects the researchers have sought to isolate?  

4. **The Role of Roles.** — One further point has already been suggested by the second experiment’s focus on roles. The finding that varying the duties of the engineer’s role (via the law) can affect our moral intuitions suggests that we should also be more attentive of changes in the actor’s role across scenarios. Consider, for instance, a comparison between Kamm’s bystanding driver case and the mere bystander case: an observed difference in moral judgments between these two cases might not be due to the distinction between what she calls a “killer let die” case and a simple “let die” case, as these cases also differ in that one involves the role of a driver and the other does not.  

Such a confounding factor might be present in any comparisons across roles — not least, in comparing the bystander with the original driver (who we think is responsible for safety), and in comparing either of them with a transplant surgeon (who we think must do no harm). It may be possible for a determined philosopher to will away any such expectations; it may even be possible, one supposes, to wipe survey subjects’ minds clean of any such taint. But if role expec-

---

144 I assume that this possibility of interaction effects is what should be of greatest interest for experimenters, because a sensible answer to the prior question is that it does not matter if subjects hold impressions about the law as long as those impressions on average do not differ across the randomized treatment and control groups.

145 On Kamm’s presentation of the bystanding driver case as a challenge to Thomson’s new position, see supra notes 42–44 and accompanying text.

146 See Kamm, supra note 42 and accompanying text. Likewise, a comparison between the bystanding driver case and the original driver case might not detect a difference in moral intuitions between someone whose status is a “killer letting die” and someone whose status is “killing” because each case still involves a driver, with role-based expectations that might dominate the effect of status.

147 As other commentators on Thomson’s new position have noted, the role of driver may be accompanied by duties that the driver assumed in taking on the role: “Would a driver have to turn into a wall in order to avoid killing others, as Thomson contends? That surely depends on what level of responsibility the driver assumed. It could be imagined that he assumes such responsibility in virtue of taking the job of driving the trolley.” Alec Wagen & David Wasserman, *Agents, Impartiality, and the Priority of Claims over Duties: Diagnosing why Thomson Still Gets the Trolley Problem Wrong by Appeal to the “Mechanics of Claims,”* 9 J. MORAL PHIL. 545, 569 n.50 (2012) (citation omitted).

148 Kamm does recognize, in the context of another argument, the possibility that the driver might be thought to have a special “duty . . . to drive . . . in the best possible way” (p. 35), but for the most part, this possibility is set aside throughout the book.

149 As Thomson puts it, “we should prescind from the possibility that the agents in the cases we are considering have special duties towards the other parties.” Thomson, supra note 25, at 370.
tations or impressions about the law pull at our intuitions even sub-
consciously, then in such comparisons, all else is not equal. 150

CONCLUSION

The experiments reported here show that information about the law can exert an influence over our moral intuitions in the most basic trolley dilemma. Moreover, the content of the law appears able to exert an influence on our moral intuitions even when it is not enforced. The next question, naturally, is why?

What are the possible mechanisms of law’s halo? 151 Do some subjects consciously look to the law as a source of moral guidance? If so, do they adopt its articulated purpose and even its reasoning? Or does the law serve as a sort of tiebreaker for the morally hard cases? 152

Do some see following the law as just a morally good thing to do — and do some think so even when the law goes unenforced? 153 Do some see the law as an indicator of social proof, a sign that many others in society hold the consonant moral opinion? 154

Does being informed about different legal regimes amplify different mental processes, such as the cognitive as opposed to the emotional? 155 Does the law’s expectation create a framing effect, perhaps altering the baseline by which consequences are measured?

150 For example, all is not equal if our impressions about what the law might say varies across scenarios — say, if one holds an impression that it might be criminal homicide for the transplant surgeon to plan the sacrifice, but surely not for a trolley driver facing an emergency decision.

151 This evocative term is credited to Professor Donald Regan. See Donald H. Regan, Law’s Halo, in PHILOSOPHY AND LAW 15 (Jules Coleman & Ellen Frankel Paul eds., 1987).

152 Or one might say, do some respect the “settlement function” of the law and yield to its choice? See Larry Alexander & Frederick Schauer, Law’s Limited Domain Confronts Morality’s Unlimited Empire, 48 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1379 (2007) (explaining law’s settlement function for morally contested questions about which practical decisions need an answer); cf. Larry Alexander & Frederick Schauer, On Extrajudicial Constitutional Interpretation, 110 HARV. L. REV. 1359 (1997) (arguing that judicial supremacy provides such a settlement function).

153 As Schauer reminds us, “as far back as Socrates and his insistence on acknowledging his obligation to the law even as he believed it to have condemned him unjustly, philosophers and ordinary people have argued that there is a content-independent moral obligation to obey the law.” SCHAUER, supra note 11, at 55 (footnote omitted) (reviewing theories of obligation due to social contract, fairness and reciprocity, consent, coordination, and respect for the demos and the lawmaking process). But he also reminds us of the need for better empirical evidence about this possibility, as distinct from evidence about behavior that is consistent with the law or about compliance that is motivated by sanctions. Id. at 148–49 (“[T]hat law actually does activate in people what they understand to be a moral reason to obey the law turns out to be a claim with far less empirical support than the conventional wisdom in both jurisprudence and the literature on norms has typically assumed.”).


155 See generally Cushman & Young, supra note 54; Greene, supra note 54; Sunstein, supra note 4.
Assuming that a variety of such mechanisms might well coexist and might also vary among individuals: Which are more common, and which tend to be stronger? And how can these mechanisms be suppressed, or strengthened?

This study is not designed to answer these questions; its aim has been to present an initial round of findings that might motivate such further inquiry. Nonetheless, the data do suggest certain inferences. First, the law-without-liability effects in the second experiment suggest that law’s influence does not work solely through a consideration of the liability costs that the actor faces due to sanctions. At the same time, because the effects of law with liability are more pronounced, the threat of sanctions appears to add to law’s influence.156 Beyond these clues, the potential pathways of influence must remain for now among the trolley problem’s mysteries.

156 Note that the moral weight of liability costs for the actor is not the only possible explanation for the extra influence of law-with-liability. Some subjects might view the fact of nonenforcement in the experimental scenario as a sign that the law is a “less serious” law; or, others might even view it as a declaration by the enforcer that the action is justified (even if it violates the law on the books). These possibilities mean that the observed influence of law-without-liability may be understated, relative to an idealized condition conveying that “the law is indeed serious, and nobody is saying that the act is justified or a low enforcement priority; rather, it just so happens that there will be no legal costs for this actor.” (Perhaps a future experiment might be able to approximate such a condition — or more generally, to unbundle enforcement, liability, and sanctions.)